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2007 Summer Movie Showdown

A Goodbye from your
Editor in Chief

. Pirates of the Carribean3, Spiderman 3, and Shrek 3
all hit theaters this summer

After serving AASU for two years,
Tara Gergacs says goodbye
Page 3
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From CHAOS to Navigate Armstrong
The University's long held tradition of CHAOS ends, opening the doors wider for new students to experience more of the College Life.
Maria Chatman
Staff Writer

F

or 32 years, Communication
Help Advisement Orientation
and Service (CHAOS) has intro
duced new students to collegiate
life; a tradition Dr. Joseph Buck
and the Student Affairs staff be
gan in 1975.
The AASU O rientation Re

view Committee recently voted on
changes, including renaming the
event "Navigate Armstrong."
"Navigate seemed to be a more fit
ting title because we want to be able
to help thestudent navigatetheir way
to a successfulcollegiate career," said
William P. Kelso, assistant vicepresi
dent of Student Affairs.
According to him, students must
understand what is expected ofthem
so they can have realistic goals. This

program will expose them to oppor
tunities in and out of the classroom
from class projects to social clubs.
They must also beaware of poten
tial pitfalls they canfall into, such as
bad study habits and social relation
ships with the wrong crowd.
If students apply the information
they receive from orientation, they
will be more prepared for success
according tothe assistant vice presi
dent of student affairs.

entiate between the types of new
students, such as freshmen, transfer
On modification is the size of the and non-traditional.
groups. With Navigate Armstrong,
When the event is held is also
there will be small group sessions, changing. From now on, the uni
consisting of15 to 16 students, a staff versity will hold the orientation
member, a faculty member, and at sessions pretty much during the
least three new student leaders.
week, with hours running approxiEach group will follow the same
curriculum syllabus with flexibility
on delivery of information.
CHAOS |Page 2
However, the programs will differ
CHANGES IN PROGRAM

Students Gather
to Remember the
Virginia Teeh
Massacre
In honor of the 32 Virginia
Tech students and faculty
members that were killed
during the shooting on April
16, AASU g athered together
for a moment of silence and
prayer on April 19.
AASU s tudents are displaying
their thoughts on the tragedy

CALVIN MILLER J R. |Photo Editor

42 Years,
and Still
Going Strong

by making tribute pages on
Facebook and sporting
Virginia Tech attire.

AASU Student Faces Felony
Marijuana Possession Charge
Michael Martin
Staff Writer
courtesy AASU

Sara Walden
Staff Writer

Lieutenant Dwain Whitehead re
ceived a dispatch that sent him to
Compass Point apartments where
over to 'wherever itis' he needs to go
he found Daniel Nicholas Foley
to apply for retirement. Instead, he
with 12.4 ounces of marijuana,
just remembers the good old days,
some plastic baggies and a scale
looking forward to more.
on March 19.
Thorne has some fond memories
According to University Police,
of students past. He remembers the
possession of more than an ounce
fraternity brothers who streaked
constitutes a felony and implies
through campus during the wild
intent to distribute.
60s. He was teaching when Mayor
Police also charged Foley with
Otis Johnson became the first Afri
possession of tools for commis
can American student.
sion of a crime and possession of
He also saw the old fountain fill
drug related objects. He couldface
up with soap bubbles 30 feet in federal imprisonmen.
the air, past Gamble Hall's second
story, thanks to students filling it
up with dish detergent on a daily
basis. That prank is one he still
laughs about today.
One of his favorite faculty memo Brian Anderson
ries includes a certain English pro Staff Writer
fessor who used to crochet during
meetings.
Poetry is one of the few things in
In fact, Thorne said the faculty
life where everything is important.
meetings of the old days used to
Though a poet can guide us through
become quite argumentative.
the elegance
The crocheting English professor
of a flower
would mind his business during the
garden, they
entire meeting, but immediately
don't forget
shout out grammatical corrections
to mention
if he heard any spoken errors.
the humble
•
Another odd professor liked to
aphid rest
ing upon one of the leaves.
The poet has no master and is
capable
of making a world that was
DR. THORNE |Page 2
Francis Thorne

Dr. Francis Thorne really loves
his job as a biology professor. He
loves it so much he has continued
teaching since 1965. That makes
him the longest working faculty
member.
"I like work. I need something to
do. You get tired of being at home.
It's the fastest way to grow old.
Being around young people keeps
you younger than being around
people with lots of ailments, said
Thorne.
Although he thinks about retir
ing, he is usually too busy to walk

His court date has not been set
yet.
The criminal court is not the only
legislation that could affect him in
the near future.
In front of the student court, he
faces possible expulsion from the
university, making admission in
other universities more difficult as
well.
Lieutenant Whitehead of the Uni
versity Police said they encourage
students to continue reporting sus
picious activities around campus;
it helps keep the university safer
for students and staff and keep the
campus drug free.

Poetry in Motion: Lola Haskins Read Review
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once primarily objective as slick and
bright as a freshly painted canvas.
As such, a good poet is one that can
explain what we may have normally
missed, and LolaHaskins hasso much
to tell us.
She believes in order to change the
minds of o thers you need simply to
show them new ways to look at old
things.
"It is my theory that people are
about as comfortable outdoors as
they are in Iraq; they can't read the
HASKINS |Page 2

Student Reporters
Visit Ft. Stewart
Training Site
Rachael Hartman
Staff Writer

We hear news about war in Iraq
everyday. Wethink of the soldiers,
their families and the Iraqis, but
we often forget the reporters
who risk their lives to keep us
informed.
The Committee to Protect Jour
nalists (CPJ) stays abreast on
deaths, kidnappings, mistreat
ment and unlawful imprisonment
of press workers worldwide.
"A total of 97 journalists and 37
media support staffers have been
killed in the line of duty since the
war began on March 20, 2003,
making it the deadliest conflict
for the media in CPJ's 25-year
history," the CPJ reported in an
online news alert.
The secret to help keeping them
alive is training.
Ft. Stewart's 3rd Infantry Divi
sion invited AASU student report
ers to visitan onsite training event
and interview soldiers.
The interaction gave students
a glimpse of life as an embedded
war reporter, while also giving
the soldiers a chance to practice
interacting with reporters.
Sara Walden and Derek McConnell, Inkwell staff writers, took
advantage of the experience,
spending several hours with the
soldiers.
The military trains soldiers on
how to talk to reporters, limiting
what they can say. Cpt. Quinlan
explained the military philosophy
on soldiers answering probing
questions.
"We are soldiers first and fore
most. We are not politicians; we
are not democrats or republicans,
so we are not supposed to offer
any political opinions when we
are in uniform," he said.
"As long as I am in uniform, I'm
not Connie, I'm Cpt. Quinlan, so
therefore I am apolitical."
McConnell was aware of t his
stipulation and was ready to chal
lenge them.
"I had a few questions lined
up in case to kind of test them. I
would ask them stuff like 'How do
you feel about the war in Iraq?'
And follow it up with 'Is this how
you feel, or is this how your com
mander said [to] feel?' Iwould see
how they react when asked that
kind of stuff."
Interacting with soldiers and
learning about the livesof embed
ded reporters as wellas the danger
involved sparked the interest of
FT. STEWART |Page 2

FT. STEWART | FROM PAGE 1

both Walden and McConnell.
"I'm not necessarily will
ing to go, but I'm more open
to the idea now. It would be
scary to go because you're in
the middle of a war," Walden
said.
"I would feel safe being
around the soldiers, but there
is still that human part of me
that says 'Why would I go to a
country where journalists have
been killed?"' •
"Like the soldiers, I would
have to train myself mentally
and say 'I'm going
to belike them. I'm
going to be away
from my family
for this long, how
am I going to deal
with that? I'm go
ing to be around
a bunch of guys
that I'm going to
have to trust with
my life because
they are going to
be protecting me.'
My life would be
in their hands,"
she said.
McConnell is in

HASKINS | FROM PAGE 1

CHAOS| FROM PAGE 1

terested in military work even
if it is not as a reporter.
"I think it would be really cool
to goas a reporter. I would have
loved to beembedded with them
for the training. That would
have been really cool.
"I'm a Political Science majdr
and I've always wanted to be in
volved with public politics.
Maybe running for offices maybe not. Having the military
experience would be a bonus,"
he said.

mately from 8-4:00 pm with breaks
in between.
In addition, the university will of
fer some students the opportunity
to spend the night in the dorms with
Dining Services providing a meal
package (except for the afternoon
reception).
FAMILY PARTICIPATION

The program will give p arents a
broad overviewof AASU, emphasiz
ing academic expectations, student
life, finances and housing experi
ences. Their sessions will take place
concurrently as the student's.

With the changes comes an in
crease in the orientation fee from
the traditional $25 per student.
Family member fee will be set at
$10 per person.
Some Armstrong leaders are ex
cited about the changes.
"The student will have a posi
tive experience preparing for their
newfound independence. Every
employee of AASU is responsible
for retention, so Navigate is a col
lective effort," said 2006-07 SGA
vice president Charita Hardy.
"The smaller groups can work
better individually withthe students
so they are prepared for what is ex
pected of them academically."

Right to left:
Bill Kelso,
Robin Jones,
Kaleya, and
Kamiyah
Gaskins are
happy to as
sist incoming
freshman.
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Staff Writer

As a teenager, Jens (pronounced
Yens) Miller dreamt of studying
and living abroad; now he is living
his dream at the age of 3 8. Jens
is an international student from
Germany.
"I made an old dream come true
pretty late in my life. The studies
are much more than just getting a
degree to me. Living here simply
enriches my life, deepens my un
derstanding of a foreign culture,
and widens my intellectual hori
zon as well.
"I chose AASU not only because
of the close cooperation with Ottovon-Guericke Universityin Magde
burg, Germany, but also because
Savannah is a very attractive place
to study and live. I love the city,
the natural environment, and the
Atlantic ocean," said Jens.
He grew up in East Germany,
the former German Democratic
Republic, during the Cold War.
He talked about his childhood and
early adult life in the once Com
munist country.
"As a child life was fine because
I didn't perceive the shortcomings
of the system, but when I grew
older, more and more, I felt the
pressure of the ideology.The ideol
ogy had nothing to do with reason
or common sense; it was rather
about maintaining political power
through brainwashing people. It
was very hard for a freeth
inker like
me to live with that," he said.
At the age of 19, Jens spent
mandatory service time in the East
German military where he worked
with a Navy helicopter squadron.
He still dreamt of studying abroad,
though at that time it was impos
sible.
"There were two Germanys that
were separated - divided by the
wall the East Germans built in '61.
From that point on, people were
literally locked in or locked out. I
was born in the east, so I just had to
live there without any prospect of
experiencing the world outside.
"You co uld simply not travel
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street signs and they don t
speak the language. And so I
would like to model how one
could be outdoors without re
quiring the trees be labeled,"
she said.
Haskins read her poetry on
April 17in the Armstrong Cen
ter, presenting her works to
the Poetry Society of Georgia,
which is partly sponsored by
AASU'S Languages, Literature
& Philosophy department.
She is currently working on
a book of essays on historical
cemeteries in Florida, re
searching the stories behind
the tombstones.
"There's a lot of history in
cemeteries; they're like cities.
And so I want to talk about
some strange parts of Florida
history that people don't know
about," she said.
Haskins is currently teach
ing poetry at Pacific Lutheran
University. She travels the
country giving poetry read
ings and workshops. She en
joys teaching poetry and keeps
an open mind when it comes
to creativity.
Her poetry is about express
ing personal feelings, and not
just fitting into the expecta
tions of others.
"I've seen poets dismiss those
who do not write well... and
you would be crazy to judge
what people write—crazy,"
she said.
Haskins' new book, "Not
Feathers Yet: A Beginners
Guide to the Poetic Life," is
a book of advice for those in
terested in poetry. The cover
shows Haskins' four year-old
granddaughter on the floor
drawing with crayons -a pic
ture of what she feels embod
ies the true poetic life.
"Your mentor is that kid on
the floor with crayons. Why?
Because that kid does not care
what I think of what she's
drawing. She doesn't even
know that I'm there. She's
doing it strictly for herself and
she has no idea of how it is go
ing to turn out," she said.

RACHAEL HARTMAN | Inkwell

Jens Miller

because of the wall. It was possible
through the east, but most people
could not afford that. Many people
who wanted to escape from East
Germany to the West paid with
their lives."
Jens will never forget when
Communism ended and the wall
came down in 1989; it changed his
life forever.
"I was 21. M ost people were just
exhilarated, but I'm not that kind
of guy," he said.
With quiet reserve and awe in his
voice, Jens continued.
"I just sat back, silently clenched
my fist and thought 'Free! I'm free
now! New perspectives. Chances.
Opportunities'," he said.
With his new freedom, Jens
pursued his education, obtaining a
Masters of Science in Management
degree. He is currently pursuing
postgraduate studies in his home
town of Magdeburg focusing on
training as teacher for vocational
schools.
As an international student at
Armstrong, Jens studies psychol
ogy, sociology, and communications
to broaden his English language
skills. He is also an AASU Ambas
sador, a member of the Honors
program, and a volunteer German
tutor.

DR.THORNE | FROM PAGE 1

snip his fingernails. Thorne
figured the guy was probably
nervous from all the com
motion.
Faculty not only argued
over grammatical details,
they would even elect com
mittees to go home and
research what certain words
actually meant.
He said they stopped do
ing that after the committee
reached a dead end with one
word in particular.
Along with the fond memo
ries, he has also seen lots of
changes. He notes that cam
pus size has increased and
students are more variable.
He was here when AASU
was a small junior school
called Armstrong State Col
lege. There were only about
600 students on campus
then.
If he could offer current stu
dents one piece of advice, it's
get to know your professor.
"Students are interesting,"
Thorne said. He said stu
dents are what he enjoys most
about teaching, even when
they fill Up the fountain with
soap bubbles or run naked
across campus.

Honor Students Participate in Southern Regional Honors Conference
Ana Sanders presented as students at
the conference.
Sheriy Cortes,the AASU Honors Ad
ministration Assistant, and Jonathon
The AASU Honors program at Roberts, the Director of the AASU
tended the Southern Regional Hon Honors Program, also presented.
ors Conference held in Charlotte, NC
The Southern Regional Honors
on March 29.
Conference is part ofthe National Col
Among 100 schools, AASU had the legiate Honors Council - a national
fifth largest group.
organization of Honors Programs.
Lauren Caines, Carmen Cobb,Erica
Admission to the AASU Honors
Daly, Paul Kilpatrick, Jessica Lasto- Program requires that students earn
cy, Nadine MayoIman Richards and a SAT score of at least 1100 and a GPA
Michael Martin

Staff Writer

of at least 3.2
To graduate
1o4
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classes with
and do apresi
related to an

tunities for
additional s
tunities for
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Editorials/Opinions

A Goodbye From Your Editor-in-Chief

Protecting Our Campus
Tara Gergacs
Editor-in-Chief

Sitting in a classroom and
hearing the sounds of gunshots
in the next room is the last th
ing
any college student would want
to experience on campus.
Unfortunately, a nightmare
like this happened at Virginia
Tech on April 16. A student
shot 32 individuals in cold
blood, including himself, mak
ing it the worst school shooting
in U.S. history. This raises the
question about the safety on
college campus around the U.S.
The terror affected high schools
across the nation after the Col
umbine shooting in 1999 and
now wehave to worry about our
college campus. This is a trage
dy that could happen anywhere,
but the only way to prevent it
from happening close to home
is to learn how AASU plans to
protect the campus community
or how we can change it.
AASU h as an Emergency
Operation Plan if anything
horrible were to happen on
campus. The university does
depend on the faculty, staff
and students to notice any odd
behavior or if something looks
out of place.
There are many ways to im
prove the safety of our campus
in the future. AASU is a small
school and very public. One
way to improve dorm safety
is to enclose the buildings and
make each student use their
student ID card to enter the
building. Right now the dorms
are open and anyone can poten
tially break down a door or hurt
someone.

Savannah State University's
police department has a booth at
the entrance of the school. Ev
ery student and visitor must go
through the check booth before
entering the campus. AASU has
seven entrances to the school:
four on Abercorn (one entrance
is through the Armstrong Cen
ter), two on Roger Warlick Road
and one on Apache (Armstrong
Center). It would be difficult for
University Police to have a booth
at each entrance, but in due time
it could be possible. It would cut
down on visitors not signing in
with the police department be
fore entering the campus.
These are all ways to prevent
outsiders from harming the
campus, but what if it was a
student. A s tudent would be
able to access everything the
university has to offer, even if
security measures changed. The
only way to stop a student from
harming the campus is for the
community to speak up when
something seems wrong or out
of place. Many students and fac
ulty members at Virginia Tech
spoke up when they noticed the
odd behavior in Cho Seung-Hui.
He stalked two women and was
sent to a mental facility. Un
fortunately, it did not stop the
tragedy. As humans, we can
be very trusting individuals at
times and do not believe that
someone could be capable of a
massacre. As a campus com
munity, it is our responsibility
to report what we may notice in
a student and try to stop it from
becoming something harmful. It
may save someone or it may not.
There may never be answers for
what causes an individual to kill
others.

Dear
Faculty, Staff
and Students
of Armstrong
Atlantic State
University:
It has been
an honor to serve as Editor-inChief of "The Inkwell" for the
past two years. I have learned
valuable information about the
world of journalism that I plan to
use after graduation.
I haveenjoyed meeting withstu
dents and hearing your concerns
about the campus community.
Your feedback is what makes the
paper stronger every week. We
learn from your opinions, and we
tiy to makeimprovements because
it is your newspaper.

The faculty and staff of AASU
have been very supportive of the
decisions that we make each
week. They have allowed us to
have freedom of the press and
put in the news what we think is
important for the campus com
munity.
I would like to give a special
thanks to the staff writers that
work hard each week to get the
perfect interview and get their
stories in on time. You a re the
backbone of the paper. Thank you
for your dedication.

working with each and every
one of yo u because each week
we produce a paper that is bet
ter than the last one. Thank
for your hard work every single
week. Your dedication to the
newspaper and to the staff
means the world to me.
As I leave AASU, I hope that
everyone shows the same sup
port to Teresa Lynch the Edi
tor-in-Chief for 2007-2008 as
you have shown me.
Thank you once again for
everything.

To my editorial team:
Tara Gergacs
Editor-in-Chief

Through the stressful times
we remained a team and never
missed a deadline. I will miss

Faces of Armstrong: The Minorities of AASU
Derek J. McConnell
Staff Writer

The wide array of minorities
and ethnic backgrounds is the true
source of Armstrong's diverse at
mosphere.
AASU's population includes over.
2,174 minority students - 34 per
cent of the 6,344 enrolled for this
semester.
What isArmstrong doing to attract
and retain minority students and
preserve the multi-ethnic character
of the campus?
One specific program targets La
tinos. The Hispanic Outreach and
Leadership at Armstrong (HOLA)
group actively recruits Hispanic
individuals.
They focuson recruitment and mis

sions processing for every student
first, and then focus on retention,
advisement and support. They also
provide a community service pro
gram and bring in Hispanic themed
shows and programs.
"It's a support program for the
growing Hispanic community at
AASU," says Melody Ortiz, direc
tor of HOLA. She believes that
the main incentive for Hispanic
students to come to AASU is the
program itself.
"Definitely the fact that there
is a Hispanic support system here
on campus is the number one at
traction," she said. "We're doing a
lot more than everyone else in the
Georgia University System."
What else is AASU doing to sup
port its minority population?
Dr. Michael Snowden of Minor

ity Affairssays he'd like to see more
faculty members from different eth
nic backgrounds.
"Students need role models and
people they can emulate," said
Snowden.
For example, there are 233 His
panic students and only two His
panic faculty members.
However, Dr. Snowden believes
that Minority Affairs is doing ev
erything it can to provide for the
minorities at AASU.
"I believe there is a sound in
frastructure for students, but they
must take advantage of the system
and also articulate their need to my
office and other offices on campus.
We [AASU] are truly committed to
giving the student the best possible
experience, and together we can ac
complish this goal."

HUE nEHR GEORGETOWN
/
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Pirates Capture Third
Straight PBC Men's
Tournament Title
Chad Jackson

Special to The Inkwell

The top-seeded Armstrong Atlan
tic State men's tennis team swept
all three doubles matches en route
to a 5-3 win over No. 3 seed USC
Upstate and a third-straight Peach
Belt Conference men's tennis tour
nament title on Sunday afternoon
at the Newman Tennis Center in
Augusta.
The Pirates (24-3) got off to a good
start in the doubles as the Pirates
avenged an earlier-season loss at
the top spot by Christian Bergh
and Robert Jendelund to Stefan
Dumitrescu and Renzo Airaldi,
winning 8-6. Taavo Roos and Davor
Zink overcame an early 3-0 deficit
to defeat Sandy Franz and Javier
Tori, 8-6, at No. 2 doubles, while
Paul Bishop and Cristian Easton
defeated Sebastien Gonzales-Orbegdso and Leandro Osorio, 8-5,
at No. 3 doubles.

USC Upstate caught some mo
mentum in singles, however, win
ning the first set in four of six singles
matches. Tori defeated Bergh, 6-4,
7-5, at No. 3 singles and GonzalesOrbegoso defeated Jendelund, 7-5,
6-3 at No. 4 singles. Paul Bishop got
the Pirates' fourth point, winning a
second set tiebreak to defeat Sandy
Franz, 6-2, 7-6. After Dumitrescu
defeated Zink, 6-2, 6-2, at No. 1
singles, Henrik Lilja clinched the
win for t h e Pirates with a 6 - 2, 6 7, 6-2 win over Jack Roux at No.
6 singles.
The win gives the Pirates an au
tomatic bid to the upcoming 2007
NCAA Division II Tennis Champi
onships and will likely host one of
two Mid-Atlantic Regionals, to be
competed on May 4~5* Both the
AASU men's and women's tennis
teams have competed in the last
13 consecutive NCAA DII tennis
championships.

Armstrong Atlantic State 5, USC Upstate 3
April 22, 2007 at Augusta, Ga.

CHAD JACKSON | Special to The Inkwell

Top Picture: Pirates with PBC Tennis Tournament
trophies.

CHAD JACKSON | Special to The Inkwell

Left to right pictures: Dziyana Nazaruk and Christian
Bergh both recieve awards at PBC conference.

Singles competition
1. Stefan Dumitrescu (UPST) def. Davor Zink (AASU) 6-2,6-2
2. Paul Bishop (AASU) def. Sandy Franz (UPST) 6-2,7-6
3. Javier Tori (UPST) def. Christian Bergh (AASU) 6-4,7-5
4. Sebastian Gonzalez (UPST) def. Robert Jendelund (AASU) 7-5,6-3
5. Taavo Roos (AASU) vs. Arnaldo Lovera (UPST) DNF
6. Henrik Lilja (AASU) def. Jack Roux (UPST) 6-2,6-7,6-2
Doubles competition
1.Christian Bergh/Robert Jendelund (AASU) def. Stefan Dumitrescu/Renzo
Airaldi (UPST) 8-6
2. Taavo Roos/Davor Zink (AASU) def. Sandy Franz/Javier Tori (UPST) 8-6
3. Cristian Easton/Paul Bishop (AASU) def. Sebastian Gonzalez/Leandro
Osorio (UPST) 8-6

Lady Pirates Blank Columbus State For PBC Title
Chad Jackson

Special to The Inkwell

The top-ranked Armstrong At
lantic State women's tennis squad
captured its fourth straight and
13th overall Peach Belt Conference
women's tennis title with a 5-0 win
over Columbus State on Sunday
afternoon at the Newman Tennis
Center in Augusta.
The Lady Pirates (25-0) swept
all three doubles matches from the
Cougars to take a 3-0 lead. PBC

Tournament doubles MVPs Iuliia
Stupak and Dziyana Nazaruk de
feated Raluca Moldovan and Agata
Polcyn, 8-2, at No. 1 doubles, while
Johanna Dahlback and Martina
Beckmann defeated Daniela Cas
tillo and Erin Reynolds, 8-5, at
No. 2 doubles. Sofia Haggstrom
and Gabriella Kovacs completed
the sweep with an 8-3 win over
Lindsay Groenewald and Gabriela
Vasalescu at No. 3 doubles.
AASU then got straight set wins
at the top as Stupak, also the PBC

Tournament singles MVP, defeated
Moldovan, 6-1,6-0, at No. 1 singles
and Dahlback defeated Polcyn, 6-3,
6-1, at No. 2 singles. The Lady Pi
rates have not lost a match against
a Peach Belt opponent since 2003,
a string of 51 consecutive league
opponents defeated.
The Lady Pirates also receive
an automatic bid to the upcom
ing 2007 NCAA Division II Tennis
Championships and will likely host
one of two Mid-Atlantic Regionals,
to be competed on May 4-5.

Armstrong Atlantic State 5, Columbns State o
April 22, 2007 at Augusta, Ga.
Singles competition
1. Iuliia Stupak (AASU) def. Raluca Moldovan (CSU) 6-1,6-0
2. Johanna Dahlback (AASU) def. Agata Polcyn (CSU) 6-3,6-1
3. Dziyana Nazaruk (AASU) vs. Roxana Dondera (CSU) DNF
4. Gabriella Kovacs (AASU) vs. Gabriela Vasilescu (CSU) DNF
5. Sofia Haggstrom (AASU) vs. Daniela Castillo (CSU) DNF
6. Alisa Kagukina (AASU) vs. Erin Reynolds (CSU) DNF
Doubles competition
1. Iuliia Stupak/Dziyana Nazaruk (AASU) def. Raluca Moldovan/Agata Polcyn (CSU) 8-2
2. Johanna Dahlback/Martina Beckmann (AASU) def. Daniela Castillo/Erin
Reynolds (CSU) 8-5
3. Sofia Haggstrom/Gabriella Kovacs (AASU) def. Lindsey
Groenewald/Gabriela Vasilescu (CSU) 8-3
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AASU Softball makes it to Third
Round in PBC Tournament

TUESDAY LIVE MUSIC SERIES
at

Kathryn Palmer
Staff Writer

AASU softball wrapped up
the regular season with a pair
of splits in the Peach Belt Con
ference, winning two games in
extra innings.
AASU played their first game
on Friday, then had to play three
games on Saturday in the second
day of the 2007 Peach Belt Con
ference Softball Championships.
They lost twice, however, elimi
nating the No. 5 seeded Pirates
from the tournament.
The Pirates began their Peach
Belt Tournament against Francis
Marion (FM), the fourth seed.
The Patriots finished the season
34-14, however, FMU is one of
the better hitting teams in the
PBC and is ranked among the
top four in RBIs, runs scored
and home runs.
AASU, with a26-14 overall record
and 11-9 mark in the PBC has
the advantage with defense and
have the second-best fielding
percentage in the PBC. They
also hit the ball with a .325 team
batting average for this season.
The Pirates started off strong,
gaining two runs in the first
inning from Morris and Vogler.
Waters, the starting pitcher, held
FM s coreless until the fifth. FM

scored three runs inthe fifth inning,
taking the lead, 3-2.
Not ready to give up, the Pirates
exploded in the sixth inning. Huddleston, Vickers, Morris, Richter,
Becerra, Vogler, Strong, and Bain
scored. The inning concluded with
8 runs, 6 hits, 2 errors, 1 left on
base.
Saturday began with a 10-0 loss
to top-seeded and No. 2-ranked
Columbus State, handing AASU
its first loss of the tournament.
The Pirates rebounded, however,
to knock off No. 18-ranked and
second seeded USC Upstate, 7-1,
eliminating the Spartans from the
tournament.
Waters threw a complete-game,
giving up just one run and scatter
ing nine hits while striking out four.
All-PBC shortstop Ashley Bain had
three hits and scored twice to lead
the Pirates at the plate.
Later Saturday afternoon, the
Pirates (28-16) faced host Augusta
State in their elimination game and
took a 2-1 lead in the bottom of the
fifth inning on Jessica Strong's
double to center field. However,
two costly errors by the Pirates in
the top of the sixth led to five Au
gusta State runs, giving the Jaguars
a 6-2 win.
AASU will now await word of a
possible bid to the NCAA Champi
onships, which will be announced
May 6.

Pirates Go 1-2 on the Road
Jamison Dowd
Staff Writer

The AASU baseball team ventured
out to Spartanburg, SClast weekend
for a three game Peach Belt Confer
ence series against USC Upstate.
The Pirates led most of Friday's
game until a few errant pitches and
an error from the outfield allowed
USC Upstate toscore three unearned
runs in the eighth to take the game
6-5. However it was a good day for
both Tyler Evans and Sean Hotzak.
Evans had three hits in five at bats,
while Hotzak blasted his seventh
home run of the year.
Saturday's first game got off to
a good start, however, USC Upstate
scored eight in the sixth inning and
the Pirates dropped the game 10-4.
Despite the loss, Hotzak was able
add another RBI to season total,

and TrumanMarek and MarcNoble
both had two hits in the game.
The Pirates were able to get back
to stellar play in the second game
of the double header with brilliant
pitching by Russ Partee. Partee
hurled all nine innings, and only
gave up two runs while striking
out five. Truman Marek went 3
for 4 with two doubles, and both
Eric H udson and Josh Dallas had
two RBIs
The Pirates now have only four
Peach Belt Conference games left
until the Peach Belt Conference
Championships beginning on May
10. AASU r eturns to Pirate Field
for the last three home games of
the season against USC Aiken this
weekend. The first game of adouble
header begins Saturday at1:00 pm,
and they finish theseries on Sunday
at 1:00 pm.

Armstrong Atlantic State University
APRIL 19
Emil Richards,
"Mr. World of Percussion"
7:30 p.m. • $5 general admission

APRIL 24
Jazz Ensemble
7:30 p.m. • $5 general admission

APRIL 29
Savannah Winds
Community Wind Symphony
in re sidence at AASU
3 p.m. • $12 general admission
All co ncerts are in th e
AASU Fine Arts Audit orium.

For A DVANCE TICKETS
IN PERSON, visit t he
Fine Arts Lobby Box O ffice,
11 a.m. to 3 p.m., weekdays
(cash or check only, please).
For T ICKETS BY MAIL, send SASE, check made to AASU,
and a note including event, your phone number,
and number of tickets requested, to:
FINE ARTS B O X O F F I C E
AASU Department of Art, Music & Theatre
11935 Abercorn Street,
Savannah, Georgia 31419-1997

For ticketing information, call 927.5381,
11 a .m. to 3 p.m., weekdays

AASU.

Pirates Finish Third At PBC Tournament

Funded in part by the AASU Student Government Association

Chad Jackson

Savannah's Cultural Center on the Southside

Special to The Inkwell
The Armstrong Atlantic State
men's golf team shot a final-round
299 to finish third at the 2007
Peach Belt Conference Golf Cham
pionships at the Harbor Club in
Greensboro, Ga.
The Pirates finished with a
three-day 912 total, 48 strokes over
par and 15 strokes behind team
champion Columbus State (897)>
who ran away from the field with
a final-round 292. USC Upstate
finished second (907). also carding
a 299 on Tuesday.
Junior Ryan Wilson fired a threeunder-par 69 on Tuesday to finish
eighth individually, leading the
Pirates with a 226 total. All-PBC
sophomore Chris Wolfe shot a 74
and finished tied for ninth with a
227 total, while Andrew Workman
shot an 81 to finish tied for17th with
a 231 total. Freshman Josh Burtshot
an 83 and finished tied for 21st ™lth
a 236 total, while sophomore Wills
Smith rounded out AASU's scoring
with a final-round 75 to finish tied
for 23rd with a 237 total.

AASU will now await word of an
expected Southeast Regional bid,
to be competed at the Savannah
Quarters Country Club in Pooler
on May 7-9.

2007 PBC Championships
Final Results
1. Columbus State 897
2. USC Upstate 907
3. AASU 912
4. USC Aiken 918
5. GCSU 922
6. Lander 926
7. Clayton State 943
8. UNC Pembroke 970
AASU Results
8. Ryan Wilson

Join AASU's award winning
student newspaper,
The Inkwell and
begin writing
todav!

78-79-69=226

(+10)

t9. Chris Wolfe

76-77-74=227

(+11)

ti7. Andrew Workman

76-74-

81=231(+15)

t2l. Josh Burt

76-77-83=236

(+20)

t23. Wills Smith 79"83"75=237
(+21)

SPORTS WRITERS WANTED
inkwell@mail.armstrong.edu

Contact the editor-in-chief to find out
more about becoming a paid staff
writer for The Inkwell today!
itikweil@niaii.armstroiig.edu
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Mcvie Review
2007 SUMMER MOVIE SHOWDOWN
Spiders, Ogres and Pirates: Oh My!
This blockbuster season will be filled with sequels, conclusions and non-stop action
Tara Gergacs
Editor-in-Chief

The 2007 summer movies will
not disappoint this year as each
month offers something for ev
eryone.
The official kick off for the sum
mer movie season begins May 4
with the release of "Spider-Man
3." The third sequel will follow
Peter Parker (Tobey Maguire)
through new obstacles and new
villains. The villains include: Sand
man (Thomas Haden Church) the
new Green Goblin (James Franco)
and the highly anticipated Venom
(Topher Grace). There is also the
fight within Peter as he tries to not
let the venom take over him. Also,
what will happen with Peter and
Mary Jane (Kristen Dunst)? Will
they get married? Questions will
be answered and action will be de
livered in what will most likely be
another successful "Spider-Man"
movie.
Everyone's loveable, humorous
ogre returns May 18 in "Shrek the
Third." This time around Shrek
(Mike Myers) is expecting a child
with Fiona (Cameron Diaz). Also,
Fiona's father is ill so Shrek must
find Artie (Justin Timberlake) to
take over the kingdom. Shrek re
fuses to give up his swamp to rule
a kingdom. The fun and yet blunt
Donkey (Eddie Murphy) and Puss
in Boots (Antonio Banderas) return
to help Shrek through another ex
citing adventure. The humor and
exciting narrative will probably
win children and adults over this
season.
Memorial Day weekend will be
taken over by pirates in the finale
of the trilogy "Pirates of the Ca
ribbean: At World's End" on
May 25. The second "Pirates" left
everyone hanging with the return
of Barbossa (Geoffrey Rush). In

not outline the plot very well. The
the final installment, Will Turner
film will probably be a success at
(Orlando Bloom), Elizabeth Swann
the box office because of th e loyal
(Keira Knightley) and Barbossa
fans.
must sail to the end of the world
to save Captain Jack Sparrow
Don't forget there are also other
(Johnny Depp). The pirates must
movies that will be making a
unite to save piracy from becom
splash at the box office. Here is
ing extinct at the hands of the East
a quick list:
India Trading Company. As with
any finale, the fate of t he charac
June 8: "Ocean's Thirteen"
ters will be revealed and questions
June 15: "The Fantastic Four and
will be answered. Will Will save
the Sliver Surfer"
his father from Davy Jones (Bill
June 22: "Evan Almighty"
Nighy)? Will Elizabeth choose Jack
June 29: "Live Free or Die Hard"
or Will? What will become of our
and "Ratatouille"
beloved Captain Jack? "Pirates of
July 27: "The Simpsons Movie"
the Caribbean: Dead Man's Chest"
August 3: "The Bourne Ultimatum"
became the third highest grossing
August 13: "Rush Hour 3"
film of all time. Will the final one
beat its record? It is possible.
The Fourth of July will blast off
with the release of "Transform
ers." Transformers were popular
toys and cartoons during the 8o's
and will n ow make their presence
on the big screen. Director Michael
Bay is known to produce solid ac
tion movies and the trailer seems
to be living up to expectations.
The rivalry between the good (Autobots) and the bad (Decepticons)
bring their fight to earth as some
come to protect and others come
to destroy. The two major robots
Optimus Prime (Autobot) and
Megatron (Decepticon) are the ones
fans are looking forward to seeing
on the screen. "Transformers" is a
wild card for the summer and many
are wondering if it will be a success
or a flop.
Harry Potter is back on July 13
in the fifth installment of the series
in "Harry Potter and the Order
of Phoenix." Everyone's favorite
characters return to Hogwarts for
a fifth year of wizardry. Hariy (Dan
iel Radcliff) tries to warn everyone
pictures courtesy of
about Lord Voldemort's (Ralph
www.comicbookmovie.com.,
Fiennes) return. Hopefully, audi
www.cgnews.com. and
ences will see a theatrical trailer
jwww.z.about.com.
soon because the teaser trailer did

May Movie Madness
Jacqueline Lawrence

Staff Writer
If you can forgive the allitera
tion, May is going to be magical
month for movies.It also appears
to be a month of the third movie
in a series: "Spider-Man 3," "Pi
rates of the Caribbean: At World's
End," and "Shrek the Third."
These shall be the contenders in
a knock-down, drag-out battle
for the top grossing movie of the
summer. I like to think of i t as
Thunderdome: three films enter,
one film leaves.

SPIDER-MAN 3

Opens: May 4
"Spider-Man" grossesworldwide:
$821,708,551
"Spider-Man 2" grosses world
wide: $783,766,341
I have one word for you: Venom.
This creepy villain is a fan fa
vorite: no one can ruin Peter
Parker's day quite like Venom.
And with Sam Raimi turning out
a sequel that was largely consid
ered better than the first,expecta
tions are high. Major advantage:
it's coming out first.Theaters will
be packed, records willbreak, and
many just maynot have itin them
to goto not just one,but twomore
blockbusters.

SHREK THE THIRD

Opens: May 18
"Shrek" grosses worldwide:
$484,409,218
"Shrek 2" grosses worldwide:
$920,665,658

created by Jessica Jenkins

PIRATES OF THE
CARIBBEAN:
AT WORLD'S END

Opens: May 25
"Pirates of the Caribbean" gross
es worldwide: $653,913,918
"Dead Man's Chest" grosses
worldwide: $1,065,659,812
The finale in the much-antici
pated "Pirates" trilogy. While
the numbers for "Dead Man's
Chest" are pretty high, the re
actions were not so much. The
sequel was by and large a disap
pointment to some fans and crit
ics alike. This could really have
a negative effect on their num
bers. Major advantage: opening
on Memorial Day weekend and
Johnny Depp's roguish charm.

The winner: My money's
on "Spider-Man 3." "Shrek"
doesn't stand a chance, and the
Another Shrek movie. Can this last "Pirates" was too much of
one pack as much punch as its a disappointment. And did I
predecessors? "Shrek 2" was no mention Venom? The fact that
"Shrek," and this may turn some the Wynnsong 11 is having a
people awayfrom the third instal midnight showing on May 3 in
ment. Then again, the trailers for all eleven theaters is another
this look pretty funny. Major ad good indicator of the massive
vantage: this one's for the kids. expectations. But who knows?
Don't underestimate the power of "Transformers" and "Harry Pot
parents taking a gaggle of kids to ter" could blow these guys ou
t of
see a movie, especially when it's the water. I think Spidey is up to
one they might enjoy, too.
the challenge.

Displace Me
a long lineof children tied with ropes
and rebels ordering us to kill those
children."
"I was so scared because I saw
One's childhood should consist of peoples arms and legs being cut
laughter andblissful, innocent mem off," recalls another child survivor.
ories; however, there are children "I thought this would be done to me
le
who live in a constant state of fear. because they do bad things to peop
They show noemotion, for if they re who were abducted."
Why children you may ask? Be
veal their tears they are slaughtered
or forced to watch their friends and cause they are big enough to hold
guns, yet small enough tosneak into
family die in front of them.
This place actually exists in the schools to kidnap other kids.
"I don't have headaches if I see
war torn regionof Northern Uganda.
Thousands of children are forced to blood," says a tormented adoles
flee their homes every night to es cent whose experience has mentally
cape abduction by the Lords Resis scarred him.
The team behind the Invisible
tance Army (LRA).
A group of Armstrong students Children movement is crying out
have created Displace Me AASU/ for help, and AASU has heard their
Savannah Chapter, an organization call.
On April 28, the Displace Me
in the hopes of informing and edu
cating as many people as possible of AASU/ Savannah Chapter (coordi
the genocide that is taking place in nated bySkye Holcomb) is traveling
to Atlanta, one out of 15 U.S. cities
Uganda.
In the 2003 documentary "Invis participating in the event, todisplace
ible Children," 3 college students themselves for 24 hours by sleeping
traveled to Sudan to document the in parks with no shelter and eating
inhumanity of genoc ide. This film one meal during the day to call ac
depicts thelives of children whowalk tion from the USGovernment to help
miles from their homes each night aid inthe recoveiy and restoration of
to the safety of hospitals, parks, and Uganda's people.
A high volume of rally supporters is
underground shelters.
These children, the night com expected toexceed last years turn out
muters, fleetheir homes and villages of nearly 80,000 across America.
How can you help? Invisible Chil
at night to escape the possibility of
abduction by the rebels; abductions dren needs your time, talent, and
that would entail being ripped from money. This couldentail just watch
the embrace of their family and ing the documentary and informing
forced into "the bush," where ev one other person of t he bloodshed
erything they have tried so hard to occurring in Uganda.
These children are dying by the
escape from would become reality.
Once in "the bush," the rebels thousands and need our help.
would attempt to desensitize the Visit www.invisablechildren.com to
children byforcing them to not only educate yourself more and become
witness their childhood friends being a part of movement.
As the documentary says: "Every
murdered, but beingordered to help
war has an ending, be a part of this
in the killing.
An abducted survivor said, "I saw one."

Katharine Phipps
Staff Writer

ITHE COBBLESTONE APARTMENTS
101 St. George Blvd. Savannah, GA 31419

AMAZING
Move-in Specials!

For a limited time receive $600 OFF RENT! j
Students receive a 5% discount on rent!

Call Today!

912-927-0930
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£Y«-h and Beauty Brigade: Entertainment for the Impoverished
Kevin Daiss

Erin Christian

Humor Columnist

He went very well with the or
ganic French fries and home
made ketchup (which had the
consistency of something like
tomato reproductive fluids and
the taste to match). See, these
EcoPeople like to have relation
ships with their foodbefore eating
it. Really, it probably tastes better
when you actually KNOW your
bologna has a first name—and
when it was born, how it liked to
be scratched on the ears, and how
it got sick last winter.
Naturally, we didn't last long

r®11 ed UP the gravel road in a
1
white Volvo after winding through
mountain trails, narrowly avoiding
danger at every
never-ending
turn.
Wild
flesh-eating
goats, over
turned vehicles,
mountain hill
billies...they were all there.
But we had arrived. We were
at EcoWorld—a small
mountain cult...er, "com
munity"...that exists in the
mountains just outside of
Asheville, NC.
"What's that smell?"
my
friend
asked.
"That's Eco," I said.
Let me explain. This place
is nuts. Everything, I mean
EVERYTHING, is all natu
ral, organic, and smells like
deep-fried anus. One mem
ber of our party
had to use the
bathroom. To
these people,
"bathroom"
meant "hole
dug in ground
behind small
pile of rub
bish, wipe with
whatever you
please (hope
you
know
what poison
ivy looks like)."
We found a
Kevin Daiss | CopyEditor
map
posted
on the side of
Top picture: EcoChristopher
a building. It
Bottom picture: Ecocows
pointed us to the
"only phone,"
in EcoWorld. After wandering
the "House of One-ness, and the
about and meeting a small, har
quidditch pitch.
ried college student whom, "Can't
The people there were all basi
WAIT to get out ofhere...help me,
cally just hippies on crack (ok, not
please," we made a break for it.
literally, because...well, yeah). I
After
stopping at a gasstation that
mean that in the sense that at least
was
transplanted
from "TheTexas
normal hippies manage to bathe and
Chainsaw
Massacre,"
wewere out
wear clothing, even if it is made of
of the mountains, smoking ciga
hemp.
rettes, throwing trash out of the
Pictured are two cows. They are
car windows, and going back to
in love. Their names are Bridget
civilization—the city.
and JaRule. JaRule was delicious.

My Head Is Like A Hole
David Williams
Arts and Entertainment Editor

Nine Inch Nails have always had
a bleak appeal to the young, angry,
and depressed that has drawn teen
agers to their albums like golden
retrievers to a dog whistle. "Pretty
Hate Machine" got people riled up
with anti authority songs like"Head
Like A Hole," and "Down in ti," and
several years later "The Downward
Spiral," Reznor's masterpiece,
knocked us all in the head with its
nihilistic fury.
The late nineties and early mil
lennium found Reznor primar
ily ignored and overshadowed by
rockers who wore clown makeup
and creeped parents out even more
than NIN. Marilyn Manson had won
the hearts and minds of nearly all
of t he kids who smoked cigarettes
in mall parking lots and wore spiky
bracelets.
reacted by writing
cheesy songs about celebrities an
putting Manson in his videos, but
he came out looking like an infant
crying for attention.
What Reznor failed to remember
was that his anti Government anti
God posturing wasn t the main rea
Reznor

1

son that people listened to NIN. The
true appeal of NIN and Reznor's
real genius has always been in the
music, not the lyrics. His beats and
overall production have been ahead
of their time for nearly twenty years
now and he is finally starting to fig
ure this out and hit another stride.
NIN's new album "Year Zero" is
a concept album about a desolate
world recovering from some sort
of disaster and it absolutely rocks.
Reznor's music has never been
more inventive and he is playing to
all of his strengths here.
Reznor has stepped up his weird
factor. "Year Zero" isfull of strange
noise and creepy crashes and beeps.
This is the best NIN album since
"The Downward Spiral." The main
difference between "Year Zero" and
other NIN albums is that "Year
Zero" is a lot less single driven
and functions more as a complete
album.
So depressos everywhere rejoice.
Your dark leader has returned with
noises that willtotally freak out your
parents and give you something to
rock out to as you purchase that
copy of "The Anarchist's Cookbook"
online and dream of a better, darker
'tomorrow.
Nine Inch Nails "Year Zero" 3.5 B

Arts and Entertainment Columnist

On Saturday, April 28, The
Savannah College of Art and
Design (SCAD) will present
their annual Sidewalk Arts
Festival in Forsyth Park. Fri
day evening, the festivities in
Forsyth will begin with "Films
in Forsyth." SCAD will pres
ent a special screening of the
animated family film "Anastasia," and the Student Activities
Council will transform Forsyth
into an outdoor movie theater.
The event starts at 8:30 p.m.
with the film beginning at dusk.
On Saturday, the actual day of
the Sidewalk Arts Festival, the
events will begin at 9:30 am
and close around 5 pm. Films
in Forsyth and the Sidewalk
Arts Festival are both free and
open to the public.
From 9:30 until 11 am, SCAD
will host a Family Breakfast in
the Park. During the breakfast,
parents will have the opportu
nity to talk with other parents,
SCAD faculty, and institutional
advancement staff. There will

be a short program at 9:45 am,
and this will be followed by a
complimentary breakfast at 10
am. The Parents Association will
also have an information table
available throughout the festival
from 11 am until 4 pm, and "SCAD
Mom" and "SCAD Dad" t-shirts
will be available for sale in the
souvenir tent.
The main body of the Sidewalk
Arts Festival will offer a student
and alumni chalk art competi
tion and children's and youth
drawing areas for young artists.
Food, drinks, and live entertain
ment will also be featured as part
of the festivities. The festival
schedule will be as follows: from
11 am untilii:20 am there will be
a "Guys and Dolls" performing
arts preview, from 11:20 am-i
pm. SCAD Radio will broadcast
throughout the park, Lando (a
SCAD student band) will perform
from 1-2:30 pm, SCAD Radio will
return from 2:30-3 pm, and from
3-4 pm Florez will perform be
fore the awards announcement
that will last from 4-4:30 pm,
before returning to play once
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www.scad.edu
again and close the festival from
4:30-5 pm.
For those unable to make the
festival, the 2007 Sidewalk Aits
Festival image gallery will be up
dated on an hourly basis during
the event.

Classifieds
Living
Savannah's Best
Rental Properties
Southside Savannah
5 Rio Road
New 3BR, 2BA, home w/
wrap-a-round porch, near
malls, hospitals, downtown,
&AASU
savannahsbestproperties.com
421 Hinesville Rd
2BR, IB A, Deck, Large yard
with mature trees and country
setting.
savannahsbestproperties.com
621 Derrick Inn Rd.
Good starter home w/ 2bdrms,
lba and a large yard
savannahsbestproperties.com
406 Briarcliff
3BR, 2BA, fireplace, sunroom,
carport, fenced backyard, near
Windsor Forest Elementary.
savannahsbestproperties.com

Savannah Real Estate
Investments, Inc.
912-921-1000

Tastefully furnished
large
1 bedroom condo in Hoover
Creek Condominums. $950.00
month, available April, lease
terms negotiable. Call 610-6222272 or e-mail rpa03@aol.com
for additional information.

Help Wanted
Yard Work $15/hr, 2 hours twice a
month, flexible hours, 925-4728
Looking for a F/T or P/T nanny in
the Pooler area for 11 mo old.
Must have own transportation.
Hours could be flexible. Please
contact 912-450-0386.

For Rent Spacious 2 bed/1.5
bath townhome on Southside
Savannah in Leeds Gate. Over
1000 Sq. Ft with fireplace and
For Sale
new paint and carpet. 6 month
and 1 year lease available with
$750/month and $750 deposit FOR SALE 900 CardioCross
starting Dec 1st. Call for de Trainer Brand New-$70.00 If
you purchase it,I will bring it
tails! 912-495-9211
to AASU for you ! stephanie_
FOR RENT Vacant Apartment m44@yahoo.com 912-653-5860
one bedroom, bath, kitchen, re- (leave a message)
frig., stove, all utilities included,
close to AASU and St. Joseph's,
private entrance, $600 month,
call 925-4728
Merritt at Whitemarsh Island
15 Johnny Mercer Boulevard,
Savannah, Georgia
Savannah's finest luxury condo
miniums for sale or lease, in close
proximity to Armstrong Atlantic
State University. Limited time
special promotion for university
students only. Two and Three
bedroom condominiums, town
homes and carriage homes.
Amenities include a beautifully
landscaped pool, spa, clubhouse,
picnic areas, business center,
fitness center and more! Many
student residents already live at
Merritt at Whitemarsh Island.

FOR SALE: 1995 WHITE 240sx,
5 spd, Carbon Fiber Hood (small
crack), Intake (AEM), NO AC, No
LSD. Runs Fine. Minor crack on
windshield from Previous owner
(from hood). Diver window needs
a power relay ($20). $4000 OBO.
Contact Yang 678-488-3200 or
jak_somethin@yahoo.com.
2000 Red Camaro SS, 6 spd,
pwr locks and windows, leather,
t-tops, cd player, ram air, 42k
miles. Asking $ 15,000 OBO. My
contact info is 912-655-4979 or
nike0585@aol.com.

Miscellaneous

For Rent in Ardsley Park
3-4 Bed, 2 Baths, Newly re
modeled, hardwood floors, tile
showers, high ceilings, 2000 sq
• 2-Bedroom Condominiums
ft, $1450/mo includes utilites/
• 3-Bedroom Condominiums
water. Call Tanya 667-2256 for
• Town Homes
more information.
• Carriage Homes

AASU Students Be at your best
for all your tests. Relieve head
aches, neck pain, numb hands,
shoulder pain, and low back pain
naturally. Call Chatham Chiro
practic Clinic at 912-355-7300.
Official Chiropractors for AASU

ROOMMATE WANTED. Ex Starting at $160,000's
ceptionally spacious bedroom in Payments as low as $850/month
well-kept, eclectic artists' home. (call for details) Website:
Beautiful features. Paintings. http://www.MerrittStudents.com
Mosaic tile flooring. Tons of Telephone: 1 (866) 613-0984
natural light. HUGE yard. w/d.
Close to Truman Pkwy in Bo- Apartments &Homes for Rent
naventure area. $400. 856.2967 1, 2, and 3 Bedroom, Go to
SRE123.com and click on "For
Apartment
hunting?
For Rent" Or call 1-800-311-9525
Savannah rentals, all in good ext. 2
locations, wide price ranges,
go to www.savannahbest.com . Georgetown - Christian Female
SavannahBest.com is also filled seeks female share 4 bedroom
with information from restaurant home includes large bonus
reviews, to upcoming events room, bedroom,
bathroom,
and covers everything you need cable/utilities only $475 Call
to know about Savannah.
507-8850, 920-8850

Intuitive Tarot Readings for $5.
Contact
intuitivetarotreads@ya
hoo.com with your question. All
questions answered withing 24-48
hours by email. Payment to be
made through Paypal.
Ladies YOU ARE INVITED! to
visit a rehearsal of the Moon River
Choms. We sing four-part barber
shop harmony & always welcome
visitors & prospective members.
Rehearsals Thursdays, 7:00 - 9:00,
in social hall of Whitefield Meth
odist Church, at comer of 55th and
Waters. Call Sylvia at 927-2651
for more information. Singing is
FUN, and a great stress-reliever!
Why not give it a try???
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PHI KAPPA PHI
THE HOMOS-

S O C I E T Y OF

The ARMSTRONG ATLANTIC S TATE UNIVERSITY CHAPTER OP THE
HONOR SOCIETY OF PHI KAPPA PHI extends is congratulations to
the following initiates who warn selected for membership during
tiie 2006-2007 academic year from the upper 7.5% of tire junior
class and upper 10% of the senior and graduate classes and
from our distinguished faculty, alumni, ami community.

Mote:
Krishna Ptakash Patel
Chalks E. PauWo
Benjamin Wade Postcm
Jennifer Lynn Prince
Robert James Repsfeer
DeepaVijayShah
Jeana Kay Short
Jessie CoHeen Smith
IvanSopan
Miranda Leigh Stephens
Enone Margaret Swatton
Jessica Louise Tbumser
Jessica E. Van Vactear
Joshua Jatxod Waller
William G. Wessnar
Stephanie Michelle Yobn
Robert Richard Young

Juniors
Sonya Dtawdy Baker
Jane Adair Camacho
Amanda Nicole Congleton
Jessica Leigh Covinsky
Sonja Gay Edwards
Larisa V. Hoffingsworth
Lori Jean Houston
Valerie Marie J ordan
Paul Scott Kilpatrick
Mitchel Altman Leavitt
Teresa Lynch
John Matthew Maggjoni
April Dawn Mauric
Randall Cramer Moss
Eugenia Scyo Narh
Headier Nicole Orange
Rebecca Marie Page
Nicholas Michael Reynolds
Jovetta H. Smith
Victoria Lane Smith
Jessica Maureen Vaughn
Mary Susan Wood

catch someone's eye

advertise with the inkwell today

Seniors
Alis Hope Andrews
Jason Allen Andrews
Ashley Elizabeth Attawav
Shaping Bao
Susan Christine Bearaer
James Franklin Benton
Mary Blaney
Eleanor Jane Boswell
Rebecca Elizabeth Brandey
Christopher N. Chappell
Carmen Elena Cobb
Lori A. Dasher
Connie S. Davis
Carmela Coquia De Guzman
Robert Douglas Farr
Cathy C. Fitch
Jenna Lynn Gardner
Colin Reid Gilligan
Kindra Clark Givens
Martha Grant
Anne Rebecca Greico
Amanda Leigh Griffin
Sirena Torres Haile
Thomas J. Hamlin
Brittany Michelle Holman
Btandi Darlene Hunter
Crystal Dawn Johnson
Victoria Catherine Kangeter
Shellie Wendell LaPtadd
Ice Joshua Martin
Mary Lauren Melton
C. Cloud Morgan, HI
Jill Cheree Morris
Jackie Cad O'Quinn

Graduate fk Post-Baccalaureate
Mary Cmmarrie Bass
Sheri Lynn Beck.
Timothy Bradky
Adrienne Shannon Brown
Stacey Elizabeth Brown
Lewi. Aon Burnett
Deborah. Elaine Cameron
Clinton Anthony Carey
Joseph M. Chatwlet
Doris Cekste Coffins
Ellen Fay Daley
Melissa Land Decker
Kessa Lyn Eng^ert
Evelyn Goldberg
Kenneth Eh Grant
Eva Gutmann
Lisa Karen Heusel.
Michael Kevin Heytnan
Case}- Garfe Jackson
John Rourke Jarvis
Lynn Davis Kennedy
libby Ann Lann
Jody Lynn Miller
Yahya B. Mhandb
Kimbeily Michelle Rathbun
Erin Elizabeth Scheifley
Mkhele Marie Schroeder
Sheri Shatpe
Sandra Milkr Shirley
Rebecca Grace Snyder
John Coston Sonnier
Melissa Ann Stark
Kelly Ann Stake-Smith
Elise Marie Thomeli
Sean Matthew Toth
Genie Maree Umbarger
Sandra Milena Valencia
Vicki Jane Watts
Melissa Diane West
Distinguished Member
Stephen S. Green

Alumnus Member
Richard D. Edwards
Faculty Members
Jewell Anderson
Charles W. Belin Jr.
Shetri Lynn Cunningham
June Hopkins

Michael Patrick Mahan
linda Jeanne Tuck
Ellen Virginia Whrtford

PhiKappaPhi.org
speak to the advertising editor for
more information
912.927-5351

inkwell@mail.armstrong.edu
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